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Everything is about Allah. Who is the One who brings all decree? Allah. 

Whatever we are indulge in anything then the main thing is believe and 

disbelieve and Allah tells in surah mulk that Allah created life and death for 

that purpose so that Allah can see who is best in their deeds. Allah will surely 

make you live a beautiful life and a glow and radiance on your face in the case 

you believe in Allah and trust Allah. If you are not glowing yourself then 

everything will seem dull and sad. That is actually lack of belief. The main 

problem is when we don’t look at ourselves but we focus on all the negative in 



our life. It’s not about him or her and the situation it’s all about your relation 

with Allah. This is the real delight that shows your relationship with Allah. 

Looking at their lord and the delight. They always look at the positive they 

always see the half full cup. You attach to the one who is the Most perfect and 

He will provide you with the best. Everybody has an issue but are you attached 

to Allah. Why were we given this life? so that we are tested. If you believe in 

Allah you will not be jealous and proud and with disbelieve all these 

complications come up. Don’t drown in your doubt and made up stories. 

Everybody has a talent and even with your feelings you can worship Allah. 

Your life will be perfect if you worship Allah perfectly. Allah said you think 

there is any fault in the sky? No there is no fault. The more you go the more 

you will find faults. You need to believe in Allah and stay firm on this. You will 

be perfect if you think this is the best that you have as it is given by the best. 

Everything has a reason and everything is perfect. The people of hell fire will 

say that if we had listened to what we were told we would not be here. 

Everything that you do in this life there is a consequence for it. Allah gave us 

the freedom to do whatever we want. Whether you say or you don’t say, don’t 

be afraid of the people that will they will think. Allah knows what is in your 

chest and what are you thinking. Allah says that He is the creator so He knows 

everything. He is the all knower. Allah is the One who created so ofcourse He 

knows. Allah uses the name Lateef un Khabeer, the description of the 

knowledge of Allah is so subtle and gentle. He knows the finest and and the 

most detailed knowledge of everything. You should follow the instructions very 

carefully and you should follow Allah in every step and transition of your life. 

He is so gentle and we don’t know that’s why we are harsh. The more 

knowledge you will have and the more you know deen you will become gentle 

and calmer. This  is step by step and you get nourished and improve in deen 

and through situations in life, then if you are attached to Allah you will become 

gentle and this way of nourishing by Allah is so gentle and calm. When the 

baby is in the womb how he gently grows and slowly develops from nutfah to 

alaqah to mudghah is very gentle. We are not patient with everything because 

we don’t have faith. Allah is teaching us that we need to learn patience from 

this nurturing and this procedure. Every transition in your life is very 

important. Don’t say that I don’t know why this happened in my life. Every step 

that you take and every decree that you face was meant to nurture you and 

nothing was a waste. The one who is Lateef is the most gentle so He is the all 

knower. You have so many mysteries in your life and Allah is the One who 

knows best. Don’t think why I was going to marry this person but it didn’t work 

out and why I got a miscarriage and all these questions are out of disbelief. 

Allah is Lateef and khabeer He knows that all these steps were very essential in 

your life. It was very important to go through these stages in your life to 

nurture you.  



 

Lets us see Allah’s Name Lateef un Khabeer. These are the two names of Allah 

koined together. He is so gentle and subtle although He has knowledge of 

everything. He doesn’t give you shock you with problems and neither with 

happiness. Allah shows you all the signs and then gives you happiness and 

sadness. Allah doesn’t expose your sins or the sins of others all at once. He 

does it gently and slowly.  

 



Linguistic meaning: 

We want to be gentle from this name of Allah. That is what we want to get. this 

will be the fruit of this name. Every name has an impact on us and we will get 

upgraded by each name. To be gentle and expert is very difficult to get at the 

same time together. It takes a lot of time and effort to master these two 

together. You will become gentle and not rush for anything. This is 

disrespectful in the eyes of Allah if you are just reading His names 100 times. 

You need to learn, understand, memorize and live by it. Imagine those who go 

to paradise they need to be highly presentable and they need to excel in 

everything and they need to be trained by names of Allah 

Limgusitic meaning is that He knows the mystery and secrets of things that 

you are un aware of. He is very gentle in His knowledge. though Allah is Al 

Khabeer but he is very subtle.  

It is very different when someone knows and is an expert in everything but He 

teaches according to your level. He doesn’t scare you with all the knowledge 

that He has. He nurtures us according to our level and slowly He teaches us 

slowly and gently. Allah knows everything and all together. Allah sees 

everything and He is gentle with everyone.  

Al Lutf il ildrak 

Allah is All knower; He doesn’t shock His creation at once. We can see how 

many people are committing sins and they are cursing Allah and Allah is gently 

looking at of this. We get shocked from the sins of people. we get shocked and 

react immediately. We think that Allah doesn’t know when we are committing 

sins but actually Allah knows and He is so subtle and gentle. This is the 

meaning of Laatafa in Arabic that is so gentle that you don’t feel. If someone is 

slowly doing their task we feel that they are not well qualified and they don’t 

know their work. There is a process for even cleaning rooms if you go take 

classes for housekeeping then you will know that there is a process for this too. 

Allah took 6 days for creating this world although He is able and He just have 

to say “KUNN” but He did it gradually. Nothing is out of place in our life and 

nor is anything without any reason, every single thing has a reason. 

Messengers and prophets were trained for forty years till we reached that 

position. When you take things organically to be grown then the fruits will be 

organic and vice versa. When you go through a process then you will not forget. 

He is not gentle without efficiency, He is the most efficient and the Best 

presenter. We need to do it gently with efficiency and present it nicely although 

we don’t excel in all this but we need to try to do this. This is Lateef in Arabic 

we can’t give one word of English for Lateef. Allah is telling us to know His 

name then we need to learn and implement them. This is very inspiring that we 



learn from names of Allah and implement them in our lives. Allah created 

heaven and earth in six days with perfection.  

 

Sharai’ meaning: 

What is Latef and khabeer in religion? You will not find anyone more gentle 

than Allah.  

There are two meaning: 

Lateef ul ilm 

Lateef un fail  

He is Lateef in His knowledge, He is very gentle in giving knowledge when we 

are teaching we want people to learn instantly and they don’t want to know like 

this. Some people come into deen they change everything aggressively and then 

they bounce back. We need to be gentle with ourselves and we need to 

implement the knowledge slowly and be gentle on ourselves and others when 

gaining knowledge. Allah brings knowledge to us like drops of rain and how 

that rain grows things from ground.  Allah knows every one inside out and He 

teaches you completely. Allah knows everything and He will provide 

accordingly. He knows what is good and what is bad for us. Allah is the all 

knower and He gives us accordingly. If you have a very critical moment in your 

life. His knowledge is so subtle that it reaches deep inside you.  

Surah luqman ayah 16  

Even for a small drop of knowledge we are dependent on Allah. 

Sometimes in pregnancy females don’t like somethings but they start to crave 

weird things in pregnancy. Allah puts in our heart. Allah gives good reasons for 

us to shift our thinking.  


